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Abstract
Canadians in the 18 to 24-year-old age bracket have a measurably high level of
engagement in computer-mediated communication (CMC) and a measurably low level of
engagement in traditional politics, in comparison to older population groups. In this exploratory
study I set out to determine specifically how participants use CMC to engage in politics, and to
more broadly understand their knowledge, views, and thoughts regarding politics and regarding
communicating in the digital realm. I interviewed five university students between 18 and 20
years of age using a semi-structured interview format. The participants tracked CMC usage for a
24-hour period to provide an objective measure of how they engaged in CMC to supplement
their interview narrative. Using constructivist grounded theory methodology, key themes
emerged in evaluation of how and why participants engage in CMC, and in their views of, and
engagement with, politics. These themes were further investigated through the lenses of media
ecology, social capital, and social network theories.

Keywords: political engagement; digital media; computer-mediated communication; technology;
media ecology; youth
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Digital Democracy: From Gutenberg to Gates
Conventional knowledge dictates that Canadian democracy rests upon an engaged,
informed electorate. This basic premise of democracy has served since Aristotle, who wrote, “If
liberty and equality, as is thought by some are chiefly to be found in democracy, they will be best
attained when all persons alike share in the government to the utmost” (Aristotle & Davis,
1905/2008, p. 156), a philosophy that holds similarly true with modern ideals.
Computer-mediated communication (CMC)—defined by McQuail (2005) as any human
communication that occurs through the use of two or more electronic devices—offers the
potential of greater engagement. CMC offers Canadians not only unprecedented access to
information, but the opportunity for contribution and conversation not bound by the constraints
of time or space. In this, CMC has the potential to facilitate the democratic ideal expressed by
Aristotle. Canadian youth have the highest uptake in CMC, using this form of communication
not only proportionally more than older populations (Catalyst, 2015; Smith, 2014; Steeves, 2014;
VitalSigns, 2012) but “almost constantly” (Lenhart, 2015). Prensky (2001) coined the term
‘digital natives’ in describing this generation born at the same time as the internet. This same
demographic demonstrates the lowest level of engagement in traditional Canadian federal
politics (Blais, Gidengil, Nadeau & Nevitte, 2001; Blais & Loewen, 2011; Elections Canada,
2012; Gidengil & Bastedo, 2014; Mayrand, 2012). Digital natives have the access, capacity,
knowledge and expertise in CMC that could allow them to “share in government to the utmost,”
and yet by traditional indicators, they share in it the least. I perceived this as a paradox,
prompting an investigation to better understand these two aspects of engagement. Therefore, in
this study I set out to determine specifically how participants use CMC to engage in politics, and
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to more broadly understand their knowledge, views, and thoughts regarding politics and
regarding communicating in the digital realm.
Although arguably a blunt indicator, one easily measurable sign of engagement in politics
is voting. In the 2011 federal election in Canada 38.8 percent of those aged 18 to 24-years-old
voted, in comparison to an overall 2011 voter turnout at 61.1 percent (elections.ca). The voting
rate for this demographic has been declining since the Second World War, and the corresponding
cohort effect—that those who don’t vote trend toward not voting—is perceived to represent a
risk to Canadian democracy. It is worth noting a possible exception to this trend in the most
recent federal election held October 19, 2015 where voter turnout increased overall
(elections.ca), however age-specific voting results are not yet available from Elections Canada.
Gosselin and Harell (2015) speak to increased voter turnout, identifying that “people tend to vote
more often when elections are competitive, and this election was particularly exciting on that
front” (p. 1). The Labour Force Survey published by Statistics Canada reflects an increase in
turnout from 70% to 77% for the population overall, and from 55% to 67% for the 18 to 24-yearold category by self-report. However, accuracy of the survey is limited by the methodology, as
noted within the report itself, and again by Elections Canada (2012) with the identification that,
“administrative data from the electoral process provide a more accurate measure of voter turnout
than survey-based studies, which consistently overestimate participation” (p. 1). The Estimation
of Voter Turnout by Age Group report most accurately reflects information with regard to the
youth vote in particular. Unlike official voter turnout which is expressed as votes cast as a
percentage of registered voters, this report instead uses population over voting age as a
denominator to more accurately identify youth voting trends.
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It is important to consider voting data in this study, as voting is a political act, however it
is not the only political act nor sole indicator of engagement (Gidengil & Bastedo, 2014;
Schlozman, Verba & Brady, 1995; Valenzuela, Park & Kee, 2009). I incorporate established
indicators in the investigation of political engagement in this study and take an interpretive
approach to embed the participants’ perspectives in the data, analysis, and resulting theory. This
interpretive approach is consistent with the methodology of constructivist grounded theory.
Constructivist grounded theory is appropriate “when the study of social interactions or
experiences aims to explain a process, not to test or verify an existing theory” (Lingard, Albert &
Levinson, 2008, p. 459), as in this study. As this is a fundamentally iterative and emergent
methodology, it was necessary for me to remain open to emerging leads and questions generated
during data collection and analysis. The focus of this study was to better understand how 18 to
24-year-olds use CMC in engaging with federal politics in Canada. At the outset of this study I
anticipated that gaining further understanding of how individuals make meaning through CMC
could have the potential to increase engagement in traditional politics and that this greater
understanding could contribute to crafting and employing more effective political
communication. However, the rich analysis that is gleaned from the constructivist grounded
theory approach contributed to an unanticipated theoretical direction regarding the engagement
of digital natives in traditional politics. Theory derived from data and analysis in this study
suggest these participants represent a cultural shift, and demonstrate the manifestation of the shift
in their views—both expressed and implicit—toward traditional politics. I suggest that,
consistent with the media ecology theory that emerged as the theoretical framework of this study,
CMC is more than a tool for these participants in that it shapes their engagement with politics. In
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this, I contend engaging the digital natives in democracy will likely not be a matter of crafting a
better message or selecting the right media channel. For the digital natives who participated in
this study and those like them, it will mean changing what political engagement means in
Canada. Tapscott has studied the digital native over decades, and in a 1999 CNN article offered
the following advice to the business sector: “Companies that don't understand that these kids are
different as consumers, are going to be in deep trouble” (para. 34). I argue that this research
suggests traditional politics will need to seek the same understanding of this shift in culture. This
exploratory study points to the possibility of a paradigm shift affecting the way these participants
view traditional politics.
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Literature Review - Formative
Literature review is a subject of contention in grounded theory research. While classic
grounded theorists advocate delaying literature review until after analysis of research has been
completed to avoid seeing “your data through the lens of earlier ideas” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 306),
the constructivist theory that guides this study incorporates the value of existing knowledge. In
this study I follow the constructivist grounded theory research process, the formative literature
review serving as the basis for framing the study, constructing the interview guide, and carrying
out the initial investigation.
CMC in the Youth Demographic
Technological advance has facilitated a rapid evolution in CMC. This evolution, and its
effects, continue at an unprecedented pace. The rapid pace of technological innovation and
adoption is described by Kurzweil in the Law of Accelerating Returns (2001). Kurzweil
contends that certain kinds of progress, technology among them, are exponential—not linear—
resulting in a profound acceleration of progress. Nye (2004) identifies reduction in cost as a
further contributor to the pace of change and to the broad and deep adoption of digital
technologies. Nye outlines in vivid terms the reduction in technology costs, citing that,
Computing power declined in cost 1,000-fold from 1970 to 2000. A similar drop in
automobile prices would mean that you would be able to buy a car today for $5.00. Any
time you have an extraordinary reduction in price, the barriers to entry go down, and that
means opportunities for many more players in the game. (para. 4)
The PEW Research Internet Project reflects this rapid transformation, and in particular the
adoption of these technologies by the youth demographic. In a 2015 study of social media use
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PEW identified a strong correlation between age and social media use, reporting that “those aged
18 to 29 have always been the most likely users of social media by a considerable margin.
Today, 90% of young adults use social media, compared with 12% in 2005, a 78-percentage
point increase” (Perrin, p. 4). A separate 2015 survey carried out by PEW reflects the integration
of mobile technology, identifying an ownership rate of 86% for mobile phones in the 18 to
29-year-old age group. The accessibility offered by mobile phones has contributed to many
youth describing being online “almost constantly” (Lenhart, p. 2). While comparable
nonpartisan, non-advocacy statistical information was unavailable for Canada, Canadian-specific
market research (Catalyst, 2015; VitalSigns, 2012), along with data collected for a younger age
group (Steeves, 2014) reflected similar technology usage trends for Canadian youth.
Social Capital
Technology has changed the way we communicate, and the way we socialize. O’Reilly
(2004) uses the term “architecture of participation” to describe systems that are designed for user
contribution, and he notes “the Internet and the World Wide Web have this participatory
architecture in spades” (chapter 3). The participatory nature of technological change has had a
marked impact on how people form groups, as many no longer require the tools or the structure
of institutions to communicate, collaborate, and organize (Salen, 2011; Shirkey, 2014). This has
the potential to impact institutional organizations, including traditional political organizations.
Technology holds the potential to facilitate participation via the construction of social
networks that in turn can influence engagement. This includes the possibility of political
engagement. Putnam (2000) coined the terms bridging and bonding to describe networks of
individuals connected across diverse settings (bridging) and those connected in small,
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tightly-knit groups (bonding). Putnam identified value derived from social networks as social
capital, where “norms of reciprocity” (p. 20) create trust and cooperation within a network.
Historically, bridging capital has been identified as valuable for creating initial engagement,
where research shows bonding as key for mobilization in the political realm (Putnam, 2000).
I consider social capital and its impact in terms of how participants engage using CMC.
The size of the participants’ network, frequency and nature of connection, as well as their
perceived intimacy and trust levels are factors that can be argued to have influence on the
potential for political engagement.
The influence of CMC on political engagement
Schlozman, Verba, and Brady’s (1995) definition of political participation as cited by
Valenzuela, Park and Kee (2009) is:
Behavior that seeks to influence government action by affecting public policymaking.
This includes traditional activities such as voting, working for political campaigns,
donating money to candidates, and displaying political bumper stickers, as well as less
conventional behaviors, such as protesting, boycotting, and buying products for political
reasons. (p. 879)
Gidengil and Bastedo (2014) also identify the acts of contacting an elected representative,
signing petitions, working with groups to affect political outcomes, taking part in
demonstrations, and seeking and exchanging political information online as political
participation. Similarly, I recognize all of these actions as indicators of political engagement in
this study.

7
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Many argue that technology holds promise in contributing to the quality of democracy by
facilitating citizens’ involvement in politics (De Vreese & Semetko, 2002; Shah, Cho, Eveland &
Kwak, 2005; Tedesco, 2007; Tolbert and McNeal, 2003; Wang, 2007). There is ample evidence
that youth are using technology, engaging in CMC as a primary form of communication, and that
they are using this form of communication proportionally higher than that of older demographics
(Catalyst, 2015; Lenhart, 2015; Smith, 2014; Steeves 2014; VitalSigns, 2012). Accepting that
CMC use is prevalent in the youth demographic, in this study I investigate how these participants
are using technology, and specifically, how they are engaging in CMC. A focus on the forms of
CMC used by participants and their views around the particular platforms is a critical aspect in
understanding existing or potential political engagement. This is supported by the research of
Kruikemeir, van Noort, Vliegenthart & de Vreese (2013) as they identify that engagement cannot
be generalized, but is dependent upon the specific form of what they term political internet use.
In considering CMC use, a key differentiator among platforms is two-way
communication. Zhang, Johnson, Seltzer & Bichard (2010) identify the value of two-way
communication in political engagement, summarizing research that has shown that interpersonal
discussion about politics leads to political involvement and increased political knowledge.
McLeod, Scheufele & Moy (1999) found that people who participated in frequent issue-specific
political discussion had a better understanding of politics and were more politically
sophisticated. In this study I consider whether the facilitation for discussion on specific CMC
platforms enhances political engagement of these participants.
A second differentiator among CMC platforms is the relative richness of media. A 2014
article by Luksic & Howell (2014) outlines Moscrop’s research investigating the role of rich
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media in terms of recognition, familiarity, and emotion. Moscrop’s research indicates that rich
media appeals directly to the areas of the brain primarily responsible for instinct, emotion and
recording memories—key motivational factors. As such, Moscrop argues it is possible the rich
media so readily available via CMC holds the potential to encourage political engagement at a
basic level. His research does not address whether these motivational factors function to elicit an
immediate response (i.e. donating to a campaign or casting a vote) alone, or whether such an
action would serve as the impetus to proceed to a fuller political engagement. To date, there has
been some evidence of success in the use of CMC in mobilizing and funding campaigns in
traditional politics (Bond et al., 2012), but no similar evidence of carrying involvement beyond
the campaign into ongoing engagement with government exists. Rushkoff (2013) points to the
Obama campaign that successfully used CMC to “solicit campaign donations, organize on-theground get-out-the-vote activities, and generate peer support for his candidacy” (p. 165). He
identifies that post-election CMC afforded an increase in transparency, that is, the ability to find
information, however involvement devolved into “politics as usual,” and that the administration
remained primarily a “read-only government” (p. 166).
The Canadian perspective
The distinct differences in political culture by country make investigation in this area
from a Canadian perspective valuable. Canada shares many commonalities with other
democracies, but there are aspects of our culture that are uniquely Canadian. This frames our
perspectives, attitudes, and behaviours. Therefore, research conducted on populations outside of
Canada does not necessarily apply in a Canadian context (Bouchillon, 2013). Much of the
research carried out on the effect of technologically-mediated social participation on politics has
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been carried out in, and based on, the United States of America (Baumgartner & Morris, 2009;
Bond et al., 2012; Hochheiser & Shneiderman, 2010; Tedesco, 2007; Tolbert & McNeal, 2003).
While we share a continent, principal language, and basic tenet of democracy, we do not share a
common political system. We do not share a similar demographic representation in terms of the
cultural and ethnic profile of our citizens, and we differ in terms of our perceptions with the
United States having historically embraced a ‘melting pot’ in contrast to our ‘mosaic’ philosophy
(Bouchillon, 2013).
Critically for this study, Americans and Canadians differ greatly on views around
political communication. Blais et al. (2001) identified that 69% of Americans and only 38% of
Canadians identify as having a party affiliation. Further, in a report commissioned by the
Canadian Privacy Commission the findings of Cross and Young (2006) are reflected, stating that
just “between 1 and 2 percent of Canadians belong to a political party on a year-to-year basis”
(Bennett & Bailey, 2012, p. 2). This is represents not only statistical significance, but also a
cultural gap between Canada and the United States. These key differences bring into question the
relevance and applicability of studies and analyses of political engagement of U.S. populations to
Canadian culture.
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Emergent Literature Review/Theoretical Framework
Grafton and Gordon (2015) describe grounded theory as “a systematic approach that is
utilised to generate ideas and theories that are embedded within the data collected” (p. 25).
Consistent with the iterative nature of the grounded theory methodology, I repeatedly returned to
literature in the analysis of data. Charmaz (2008) identifies this synchronous process as a
strength because it allows the researcher to respond to their data, allowing a progression of
understanding that cannot occur through prearranged initial exploration. In this vein, research
informed emergent themes, supported analysis of key thematic elements in this study, and led to
an overarching theoretical framework.
McLuhan contended that “all media – in and of themselves and regardless of the
messages they communicate – exert a compelling influence on man and society” (Norden, 1969,
p. 26). McLuhan and his contemporaries, including Harold Innis and Walter Ong, asked the
questions that led to the field of media ecology. Media ecology is the study of media as an
environment, the perspective that cultures are formed within media, rather than media simply
being produced by cultures.
The word ecology implies the study of environments—their structure, content, and
impact on people. An environment is, after all, a complex message system which
regulates ways of feeling and behaving. It structures what we can see and say and,
therefore, do. Sometimes, as in the case of a courtroom, or classroom, or business office,
the specifications of the environment are explicit and formal. In the case of media
environments (e.g., books, radio, film, television, etc.), the specifications are more often
implicit and informal, half-concealed by our assumption that we are dealing with
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machines and nothing more. Media ecology tries to make those specifications explicit. It
tries to find out what roles media force us to play, how media structure what we are
seeing, why media make us feel and act as we do. (Postman & Weingartner, 1971, p.
139)
The phonetic alphabet and written word imposed a structure that did not exist in the aural space.
This was not simply another way of communicating information, but necessitated a different way
of thinking. Strate (2008) reflects the work of Ong, Innis, Haveland and others in arguing that
rhetoric, grammar, and logic are the effects of alphabetic writing. The printing press was
invented by Gutenberg in 1450. By the year 1500, 13 million books were circulating in Europe,
in a population at the time of approximately 100 million people. The printing press significantly
broadened the uptake of the written word technology. Between 1450 and 1500 as many book
copies were printed as had been produced in the previous millennium by scribes (Toffler, 1980).
With the help of theory and in hindsight, we can see the effects of these media
technologies on culture. In expanding the reach and the structure of the written word,
Gutenberg’s press intensified the effect on culture. Similarly, the broad adoption, or indeed
integration of CMC, serves to magnify the transformational effect of CMC on culture. This is
most evident in those who embrace these technologies, those born at the same time as the
internet. Prensky (2001) aptly identifies this youth demographic as “digital natives.” Prensky
differentiates the digital native from those who were not born into the technology. While the
“digital immigrant” learns and adopts technologies, Prensky contends “the importance of the
distinction is this: As Digital Immigrants learn – like all immigrants, some better than others – to
adapt to their environment, they always retain, to some degree, their "accent," that is, their foot in
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the past” (p. 2). I suggest these digital natives do not reflect a citizenship of the Gutenburg
Galaxy (McLuhan, 1968, 1969 & 2011), but are citizens of the Gates Galaxy.
Technology philosophers such as Morozov (2013) regularly weigh the arguments of
cyber-utopianism, the belief that the internet is inherently democratizing (Zuckerman, 2014).
From the perspective of cyber-utopianism, internet technology fundamentally shifts the power
base: decentralization replaces centralization, networks naturally replace hierarchies, and crowds
use collaboration to outperform experts. Foundational to Zuckerman’s (2014) contention of
cyber-utopia is that CMC ultimately results in the removal of the gatekeeping function,
redistributing access to information, and power, to the individual. A less utopian vision contends
that the gatekeeping function has not been removed, but that it has been replaced, that the visible
gatekeepers of traditional media have been replaced by new gatekeepers that are invisible.
Tufekci (2014, 2015) argues that algorithms are the now the editors of content and the framers of
discussion. Algorithms structure Facebook posts, Twitter trends, Google searches, and in so
doing focus attention. I consider the impact of this implicit “framing” in terms of its potential
impact on the perceptions of study participants.
It is difficult to see the medium in which we exist, or as Culkin is recorded saying in the
1968 The Medium is the Massage: “We don’t know who discovered water, but we’re pretty sure
it wasn’t the fish.” Studying media as an environment allows scholars to make visible embedded
structures and roles, aspects that would otherwise be implicit. Those living at the time of the
introduction of the alphabet, written word, or indeed the printing press did not see the long-term
effects of these communicative technologies on culture. Similarly, it is difficult to see the effects
of the media environment in which we live. Employing a framework of media ecology, I
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examine a particular aspect of this media environment—political engagement—in the endeavour
to expose the implicit aspects. Rushkoff (2013) argues that “the emergence of the net and
accompanying changes in the social-scientific paradigm have altered our expectations of agency,
participation, and change” (p. 166). I consider Rushkoff’s arguments in this study as these
aspects of the social-scientific paradigm are key aspects of political engagement. From the media
ecology perspective, as much as the written word was not just another way of communicating
information, Snaps and texts are not simply another way of talking. I use Shirkey’s (2008)
contention that “when we change the way we communicate, we change society” (p. 17), in
exploring the political perspectives of society for these ‘digital’ citizens.
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Methods
Some acts of political engagement can be measured objectively. The act of joining a
political party, donating time or money, and indeed voting can all be measured, reported, and
represented using social scientific processes. However, to better understand what drives political
engagement, and how political engagement might manifest among youth, I chose to situate this
study in the interpretive paradigm. Working from this paradigm, I take the view that “knowledge
is relative to particular circumstances, historical, temporal, cultural, subjective, and exists in
multiple forms as representations of reality (interpretations by individuals)” (Benoliel, 1996, p.
407). From this perspective, the role of the researcher cannot be viewed as purely objective nor
as purely external to the process. As Crotty (1998) contended, research conducted within this
paradigm does not aim to discover meaning but to create it in an interactive process that includes
both the interpreter and the interpreted. This awareness of the researcher role in making meaning
serves as acknowledgement that both the interpreter and interpreted add richness to the process.
Blais and Loewen cite the need for “research to understand how and why different
cohorts of people come to view the act of voting differently” (2011, p. 19). In this study I set out
to determine specifically how participants use CMC to engage in politics, and to more broadly
understand their knowledge, views, and thoughts regarding politics and regarding
communicating in the digital realm. Methodologically, the nature of the question situated it well
for an investigation governed by grounded theory. I take the constructivist approach to grounded
theory developed by Charmaz (2008) in this study. Ontologically relativist and
epistemologically subjectivist, constructivist grounded theory is consistent with the governing
paradigm of interpretivism. The overt recognition of researcher as interpreter or author, together
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with the rigour of the method, provided an opportunity to temper bias to which classic grounded
theory or traditional qualitative research may be subject. Fundamental tenets of grounded theory
are identified by Charmaz (2008) as follows: “(1) minimizing preconceived ideas about the
research problem and the data, (2) using simultaneous data collection and analysis to inform each
other, (3) remaining open to varied explanations and/or understandings of the data, and (4)
focusing data analysis to construct middle-range theories” (p. 155).
Grounded theory is an appropriate methodology for this research as an inherent aspect of
the methodology is the emergence of themes and questions. The pace of change in CMC together
with its rapid and comprehensive adoption benefits from such an open approach. The relative
novelty of the question makes an emergent approach preferable to the attempt to prove or dispel
existing theory, or indeed rely predominantly on existing literature when the history of the
question is short.
Social network and social capital theory informed the study. I use Putnam’s premise that
social networks have value, that “social capital refers to the collective value of all ‘social
networks’ [who people know] and the inclinations that arise from these networks to do things for
each other ["norms of reciprocity"]” (Saguro Seminar, n.d, para. 1). My investigation included
inquiry to determine not just that ties existed via CMC, but what type of ties existed. I designed
interview questions and usage surveys to better understand participant social networks on CMC
platforms, considering the size, frequency, and type of communication in which the participants
engaged. The density of a social network is a factor in the type of value, or social capital, derived
from it. Putnam (2004) notes “Moreover, social capital comes in many forms, not all fungible. A
dentist’s drill and an oil-rigger’s drill are not interchangeable” (para. 6). Understanding
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participants’ usage, but also their views and perspectives on the various types of CMC in which
they engage, included investigation into how and why they use a particular technology (i.e.
laptop, desktop, smartphone), and how and why they use particular platforms (i.e. texting,
Facebook, Snapchat). The qualitative nature of constructed grounded theory research in
combination with the quantitative data on usage facilitated my analysis of the participants’
networks.
I incorporated this existing theory consistent with the constructivist approach to grounded
methodology, where analysis is described by Charmaz (2012) as “containing the echoes of
disciplinary concepts” (p.12). In comparison to classic grounded theory research, the
consideration of existing theory and research in the constructivist turn “highlights the flexibility
of the method and resists the mechanical applications of it” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 13). Through the
iterative research process, new threads for analysis became evident and were investigated, as per
the method described by Charmaz (2011) “in which data collection and analysis reciprocally
inform and shape each other through an emergent iterative process” (p. 360).
Data Collection
For this exploratory study, I recruited a convenience sample of five participants, males
and females in the 18 to 24-year-old age group. This demographic is consistent with the age
classification used by Elections Canada in statistical analysis, allowing me to evaluate my
findings in light of available public data. All participants were university students in Victoria,
however each participant was from a different home electoral district in British Columbia.
Participants were not known to me, in order to mitigate the possibility of a power imbalance
influencing the discussion. I provided potential participants information, including an
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introductory letter approved by the Royal Roads University Ethics Review Board, as part of the
invitation to participate. A gift certificate valued at $25 was offered in recognition for
participation in the study. While the sample size, recruitment method, and sample composition
prohibit potential for generalizability of results, this number of participants allowed for in-depth
analysis that is characteristic of the methodology and acceptable for an exploratory study. A
defining component of grounded theory is “sampling aimed toward theory construction
(theoretical sampling), not for population representativeness” (Charmaz, 2014, p.8). Further, the
adoption of mixed qualitative methods and in-depth interviews serve to strengthen a study even
with a small sample (Charmaz, 2014).
Data collection was undertaken from September 16 to 30, 2015. This period immediately
preceded the federal election scheduled to occur on October 19, 2015, and as such held a strong
potential for demonstration of engagement in Canadian federal politics, the focus of the study.
Interviews with participants were scheduled and conducted in person at a neutral location chosen
by the participant. Interviews commenced with an explanation of the study and review and
completion of consent in accordance with Royal Roads University Research Ethics Board
(Appendix A).
All interviews were completed and recorded using my iPhone. This strategy allowed me
to be more fully engaged in the interview without the distraction of identification and recording
themes while interacting with a participant. Semi-structured interviews allowed the participants
to guide the narrative based on what they felt was important. Loosely structured by open-ended
questions (see interview guide, Appendix B), this allowed a strong participant narrative but made
manageable the potential “mass of incompatible data” (Arksey & Knight, 1999, p. 82) that can
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result from unstructured interviews. At the outset and throughout the interviews I strove to
diminish the power relationship by overt statements of the purpose of the interview and the
non-judgemental nature of the discussion. As Charmaz (2014) advocates, I took on the role of
“the interested learner rather than, say, the distant investigator” to “open spaces for their (sic)
research participants to be the experts on their lives” (p.73). Consistent with a constructivist
approach, I remained cognizant of my role as a researcher in shaping data, and as such
consciously focused on “eliciting the participant’s definition of terms, situations, and events and
try and tap his or her assumptions, implicit meanings, and tacit rules” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 95).
Data Analysis
Participant interviews were the main source of data for this study. A total of five
individual interviews were carried out and ranged from 43 minutes to 115 minutes in duration.
Participant interviews were recorded on my iPhone, and then transferred from my phone to my
personal computer and transcribed. I completed the transcription myself, which allowed me a
further opportunity to revisit and consider the interview data.
After transcription, I returned to the interviews for analysis. The transcribed documents
were reformatted with an additional column adjacent to the interview text. Codes, or short labels
depicting what segments of data are about, were constructed in the process of interacting with the
data and recorded. Codes were assigned in the form of gerunds, consistent with the methodology.
Coding in gerunds, which are essentially verbs acting as nouns, codes for actions versus
topics which is typical of traditional qualitative coding. Charmaz (2008) identifies the benefit of
this method of coding contending the method “goes deeper into the phenomenon and attempts to
explicate it” (p. 164). Gerunds allowed me as a researcher to more clearly focus on the objective
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(what can you see or hear) versus the subjective (what do you think or feel). For example, an
individual may describe themselves as politically active, however that judgement is subjective,
and may hold different meaning for different individuals. The concrete acts of “attending” a
demonstration or “volunteering” for a political party, or “writing” a post on Facebook related to a
political issue provided objective data for analysis. Charmaz (2008, 2011, 2012, 2014) identifies
coding as the link between collecting data and developing an emergent theory to explain it. “In
brief, you begin to conceptualize what is happening to the data” (Charmaz, 2014, p.113).
Memos were used to identify themes, record theories or concepts, and to identify
questions arising throughout the process. Memo-writing is regarded by Charmaz as “a crucial
method in grounded theory because it prompts researchers to analyze their data and to develop
their codes into categories early in the research process” (2014, p. 343). I recorded memos
throughout the process, from participant interviews through writing the draft. Similar to the
structure afforded by use of gerunds in line-by-line coding, memos provided a structure which in
turn allowed me as a researcher to, as contended by Charmaz (2014), “increase the level of
abstraction of their ideas” (p. 343). I explored emerging categories and concepts with relevant
theoretical and research literature, and used constant comparison—within and between
participant narrative, data, coding, and categories—to refine and explore concepts. I employed a
visual method to manage and explore relationships with developing categories and ideas, and to
facilitate analysis, an image of which is attached as Appendix C. Using this process, themes
emerged in evaluation of how and why participants engage in CMC, and in their engagement
with politics. Emergent CMC themes related to permanence, locus of control, and attention.
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Emergent themes in the participants’ perceptions around political engagement related to
connection, reflection, and qualification.
Through the analytic process the participants’ extensive and repeated use of linguistic
devices of qualification became apparent. Charmaz identifies this form of emergent data as a
benefit of the coding process, noting “coding impels us to make our participants’ language
problematic to render an analysis of it” (2014, p. 114). The participants employed hedging and
qualifiers extensively, the terms “I think”, “I mean”, “kind of”, “I guess”, “like”, and “just like”
were among the most repeated. The prevalence of these terms was viewed as ‘problematic’ in the
sense of requiring analysis.
The concept of hedging as a linguistic device was introduced by Lakoff (1972) to
describe “words whose job it is to make things more or less fuzzy” (p. 471). Attentiveness to the
prevalence of these terms cued their importance in the metadiscourse of the communication
(Fahy, 2002; Hyland, 1997) beyond the text of the discourse.
I identified qualifiers and hedge terms and calculated their frequency in terms of usage by
participant, and then revisited them within the context of the dialogue to allow for theoretical
sampling. The process of theoretical sampling involves revisiting the information to “illuminate
and define the properties, boundaries, and relevance of this category or set of categories”
(Charmaz, 2014, p. 345). This abductive characteristic of reasoning is a hallmark of grounded
theory research and served as a cornerstone of theorizing in this study. The meaning of hedge
terms and qualifiers is contextual and required theoretical analysis. I focused primarily on the
lexical expressions of qualification or hedging. Other markers, including prosody or intonation,
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verbal fillers such as ‘um’ or ‘ah’, hesitation, and tag questions were considered in context but
were not quantified.
In the absence of objective comparative data, that is, a comparison against the
participants’ use of hedging in everyday conversation, or their use of hedging language when
these participants speak on a subject in which they have a strong interest, no definitive
conclusion can be made regarding its meaning, it is entirely possible that the participants use a
large amount of hedging terms and qualifiers in all speech production. However, its significant
and marked usage in our interview discourse makes it worthy of consideration and of potential
future investigation.
I used theoretical sampling here and throughout the process to advance analysis, using
abductive reasoning to consider possible theoretical explanations for observed data. Theoretical
sampling involves “starting with the data, constructing tentative ideas about the data, and then
examining these ideas through further empirical inquiry” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 199). It is
emergent, and involves going back and forth between data and literature. Theoretical sampling
was an important component in this small study as, “theoretical sampling pertains only to
conceptual and theoretic development of your analysis; it is not about representing a population
or increasing the statistical generalizability of your results” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 198). The
structure of theoretical sampling contributed to a thorough consideration of emergent questions.
Quantitative data was also used in this investigation. While this is reflective of a mixed
method strategy, the study was wholly underpinned by the constructivist grounded theory
methodology. Quantitative data served as complementary to the interview data that formed the
basis of the study. Incorporation of quantitative data assisted in gaining a deeper understanding
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of phenomenon(a) emergent within the grounded theory study. Quantitative data consisted of
measurements designed to better understand how participants use CMC. This included a verbal
survey of CMC use at the beginning of each interview, and then participants were asked to
record CMC activity for a 24-hour period following the interview and prior to September 30,
2015.
Participants 1, 2, 3, and 4 used a logsheet, attached as Appendix D, to facilitate data
collection. This involved manually recording their CMC access. Participant 5 opted to download
an app (QualityTime) to record usage automatically on his phone. Participant 5 recorded CMC
activities for technology devices other than his phone for this period using the manual logsheet.
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Findings
Words from Elena Lambertini’s introduction to The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of
Typographic Man seem similarly apt in introducing the findings of the grounded theory analysis:
“All these ideas of mosaic in fact translate into a material or conceptual form based on fragments
– or tiles, or tesserae – that is, discrete units whose assemblage creates a figure which acquires
meaning through interplay with its own ground” (2011, p. xxvii).
The assemblage is intended to better understand how citizens of the digital medium, the
Gates Galaxy, make political meaning. Charmaz (2014) advises to stick close to the data. The
participants’ words are powerful data, forming the basis for and evidence in support of theory. In
order to represent the data in its richest form, the findings section includes a large number of
direct quotes. The audible voice of participants is considered to be an essential characteristic of
constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2008). The participants shared their thoughts freely,
for analysis and not judgement, and it is with that intent that I share them in this study.
Communicating in the CMC environment
Each of the study participants recorded CMC use for a 24-hour period. The detailed
record of their reports are attached as Appendix E.
As anticipated and consistent with extant data (Catalyst, 2015; Lenhart, 2015; Steeves,
2014) technology is not simply used by the participants, it can better be described as integrated
within their daily lives. This integration of technology is most notable in their use of mobile
phones. The phone was identified clearly as the dominant technology for all participants in their
usage data log, as illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Type of technology used by participants as recorded over a 24-hour period.

CMC use: Participant Digital Diary
# of accesses recorded in a 24-hour period By
Technology

623

# Desktop accesses
# Phone accesses
# Laptop accesses

133

122
87
6

U1Female

15
U2Female

8
U3Female

11

6 4
U4Male

U5Male

Participant self-report and automated tracking indicated dominant use of apps oriented to
one-to-one communication, with text messaging and Snapchat, an app for video messaging,
being the most accessed CMC. Usage, what this group rejects and what it embraces, provides an
indication of values around CMC for these participants. Participants’ dialogue enhances this
quantitative data to allow a stronger understanding of the characteristics of CMC from their
perspective. A table of usage results has been attached as Appendix F. The two most-accessed
functions, messaging and Snapchat, are primarily used as one-to-one communication. Of note,
both do have the capacity to be used as a one-to-many communication, by using the group
function in messaging, or by using the ‘story’ function in Snapchat. Messaging and Snapchat are
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private in the sense that they require direct personal connection. The cell phone number must be
known in order to message, and users are required to set each other up as ‘friends’ in order to
communicate using Snapchat. Unlike Facebook, these platforms do not actively promote
expansion of an individual’s network; networks are built solely by individual choice. In the
verbal survey, participants indicated they had much smaller friend groups on these platforms,
having approximately half the number of ‘friends’ on Snapchat than they do on Facebook. The
characteristics of texting and Snapchat in terms of the network size, structure, and control of
communication contribute to “norms of reciprocity”—characteristic of bonding in social capital
theory—in contrast to larger networks, and networks where communication is public. To these
participants, this represents a safer environment than public platforms of CMC that are
characteristic for weak ties, or in some cases, anonymity. These participants spent less time and
participated less on platforms where they are part of a larger, more publicly-structured network.
This is reflected in participant dialogue, an example in the response to the question of whether a
participant engaged by commenting or ‘conversing’ on public social media, i.e. Facebook,
Publicly? Well again, it comes back to like the whole not having to be accountable on the
internet. Like if you go through a Youtube video and look at any of the comments, it’s
just like, awful. It’s like you can’t have an actual conversation, it’s just people who are
going to like insult you because of your opinion or if they, you make a statement, they’ll
pick out the grammar mistakes or something like that and that somehow devalidates your
point or whatever - or invalidates your point – because you spelled your wrong or
something like that I don't know it just seems (pause) like a waste.
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In terms of social capital theory, the larger bridging networks hold very little capital, or
influence, for study participants.
A key feature of the Snapchat app in contrast to other forms of CMC is permanence, or
more accurately, impermanence. Snapchat messages (snaps) are temporary, visible to the
recipient for 1 to 10 seconds. Should a recipient intentionally save the image using the screenshot
function a notification is sent to the sender. A Snapchat ‘story’ is an image or video that is
available for viewing by all of the user’s ‘friends’ for a period of 24 hours, at which time it
disappears. The issue of permanence and its impact on communication was reflected in
participant dialogue. Participants in the study were keenly aware of the permanence of words
‘spoken’ in the public realm of social media. All of the participants expressed reticence
regarding expressing a political opinion using social media, including this participant who
offered,
I just don’t really know enough about it to comment and something like that would be
there forever for people to like reflect on and be like oh ...(small laugh) because it might
be wrong so I don’t want it just to be like there and then people can see it.
There is a further aspect of messaging and Snapchat that differentiates them from other popular
CMC platforms: the locus of control. As noted, both of these platforms allow the user to control
the distribution of communication. These apps also allow the user to control the flow and level of
interaction in the communication. Further, unlike public platforms, such as Facebook, Instagram,
message boards, or comments sections, there is no opportunity to ‘like’ (or equally importantly,
not), and no opportunity to comment publicly on these platforms. A participant identifies the
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one-to-one nature, and the locus of control as benefits of Snapchat, and interestingly is
concurrently aware of the platform’s evolution, stating,
A year ago, there wasn’t even that news bit on there and it was entirely person-to-person.
It was message-to-message and that’s all they had, and now they introduced, like that’s
the next step, they introduced where it’s kind of more facebooky where you can just like
put it as your story and then anybody can look at it if they want. And then, and now, it’s
like bringing in like other external forces that you’re not – it’s not like they’re your
friends or anything – it’s just like ‘here look at this stuff’ but right now, they’re not
making you look at it (small laugh) which is nice, so I still use it.
The participant alludes to the evolution of social media platforms, identifying “becoming
facebooky” in particular. Facebook was initially formed on strong ties, however expansion and
the accompanying monetization continually weaken the ties the platform was built on. For the
participants this diminishes social value. Perhaps surprising to digital immigrants, this evolution
is patent to digital natives, as one participant identifies “I don’t use, like I mean Facebook now is
basically entirely ads and clickbait and a few news forums and stuff on there.” When questioned
directly if he felt there was a marketing aspect that exists in social media, the participant
succinctly responds “well I mean it’s really hard not to be now on Facebook because it’s almost
exclusively that.” Although the history of CMC is short, there are a number of platforms that
have already experienced this life cycle. Myspace is one example of a successful social media
platform that was expanded in size, commodified, and eventually failed. DeWolfe, founder of
Myspace, reflects: “That was our biggest mistake. We over-advertised and it hurt the user
experience” (2014, p. 1).
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Consistent with the research of Prensky (2001) and Tapscott (2009, 2012) on digital
natives, the participants interviewed demonstrated an awareness, and indeed a savvy, that digital
immigrants may lack. These digital citizens in particular are aware of the attempts to gain their
attention or to sway their opinion. In dialogue this was evident:
We’ll be on skype and we’re like waiting in between games or something and then it will
be like time, like let’s go look at all these clickbait posts and laugh at them because they
are horrif-, like absolutely ridiculous
These digital natives do not need to study the Myspace lifecycle to understand it; they are aware
of, and largely reject, commercialization and mediation by platforms to control what they do and
do not see. When questioned about the benefit of snapchat over Facebook, a participant
responds, “you get to choose what you see, and that’s what Facebook used to be, and now it’s
they choose what you see.”
Expansion of the user base makes a CMC platform increasingly more financially valuable
in terms of marketing potential, however the market value associated with network expansion
actively sought by media platforms such as Facebook comes at a cost in terms of social capital.
The expansion of the individual’s network on a social media platform serves to weaken ties,
moving from bonding to bridging (Putnam, 2004). According to social capital theory, where ties
are weakened, attention and influence are diminished. This theoretical perspective was
confirmed in participant dialogue. A participant talks about political dialogue within his ‘Friend’
network on Facebook in the following words: “like people on Facebook who always post
statuses about like why Stephen Harper shouldn’t be president or like they just go on rants on
Facebook and I just kind of scroll past it (small laugh).” When this participant was asked about
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the strength of the social connection he speaks of, specifically if these were “friend friends” or
“Friends”, he responds “like most of the people I’d have just like a conversation with but not
really tell them anything”, in social capital terms: a weak tie.
There is a less explicit impact of monetization of social media platforms: the evolution of
attention as a commodity (Tufekci, 2014). Through clicks, likes, and shares in CMC the social
resource of attention has now become a quantifiable economic resource. Attention is a finite
resource, and in the attention economy, entertainment ‘sells’ better than information (Theocharis
& Quintelier, 2014; Tufekci, 2013). In a December 2015 article for The Guardian Emily Bell
refers to this as “the tabloid dilemma writ large” (para. 6).
CMC is a dominant form of communication for the Gates citizens. Attention is garnered
by what is entertaining, be it funny, shocking, or dramatic, and this attention contributes to
knowledge, and in turn to how one perceives their environment. Asked about recent political
news a participant was unaware of the upcoming federal election in Canada, but had some
familiarity with current U.S. politics, stating, “I know there’s some like, some election thing, not
not, election thing, but there’s some issue about who they are voting for or someone that they
don’t want to vote for, but I’m pretty sure that’s in the US.” The participant later saliently
identifies the entertainment effect “I’ve probably heard more about that than Canada just because
it’s a little more dramatic I’d say.”
This study also suggests that in the competition for attention, these digital citizens have in
fact learned to be inattentive. Whether advertising, or the posts of myriad ‘Friends’ (as opposed
to friends), these citizens are exposed to vast amounts of information. “The wealth of
information means a dearth of something else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information
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consumes. What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its
recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.” (Simon, 1971, p. 40)
For these participants, this is not limited to CMC but, consistent with theories of media
ecology, extends to affect how they see and understand their world in general. I conducted the
interviews in the month prior to the Canadian federal election. The campaign for this election
was of the longest duration in Canadian history, and both traditional media and social media
were used extensively during this time. Two participants were unaware there was an upcoming
election; none of the participants could name the three main political parties or their leaders. A
participant was asked if they recalled hearing or seeing anything of a political nature, and
responded:
U2: umm... that I recall. Political or does this mean... is this like news that I watch? Like
political do you mean like about politics or are you talking about like news like events
that have happened, more politics?
KM: ummm it could be, well anything that you would consider political.
U2: probably nothing that I can recall.
Notably, this interview was held on the participant’s university campus in an outside courtyard
less than 500 feet from a campaign booth for a Canadian party. It serves as an indicator of
attentiveness that this participant was unaware of political activity and messaging that was within
her direct physical environment. Participants in this study were exposed to election information
through CMC and in their immediate physical environment, yet remained unaware of the key
political events and figures that were the subject of this communication. In this study I consider
the argument of Simon (1971) and suggest that as digital natives immersed in the CMC
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environment that is abundant with information, these participants have developed ‘not seeing’ as
a survival skill. I considered this in relation to political engagement via CMC.
Political engagement in the CMC environment
KM: Have you ever communicated your own political opinion to anybody?
U5: I don’t really have one
Participants demonstrated variation in political engagement. Some expressed complete apathy,
while some had interest in issues that are recognized as “political” in nature. None of the
participants were aligned with a political party, either by stating an allegiance or preference, or
formally with registration as a party member. Intention to vote ranged from none to likely; no
participants expressed a definite voting commitment. None of the participants could confirm that
they were registered and eligible to vote. In some cases, this was due to lack of knowledge (i.e.
knowing it was necessary to register to vote), and in some cases it was due to confusion about
residential eligibility.
During analysis three aspects emerged as thematic in this investigation of engagement
from the participant view: connection, reflection and representation, and qualification.
Connection to traditional politics. Participant dialogue demonstrated a lack of
connection with the existing political structure, or ‘traditional politics’. The timing of the study
coincided with a pre-election period, an optimal time for inspiration, initiation and/or
demonstration of engagement on some level with federal politics. Despite extensive coverage
and activity in the pre-election period, none of the participants reported engagement in any of the
traditional activities identified as ‘political’: working for political campaigns, donating money to
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candidates, or displaying political bumper stickers, nor with less conventional behaviors, such as
protesting, boycotting, and buying products for political reasons.
The participants’ actions (or paucity thereof) indicated a lack of connection to traditional
politics, and this was substantiated in their dialogue over a range of questions. This was evident
in discussion as to whether there were issues they viewed as important in the upcoming election,
with one participant responding, “I don’t really know enough. I don’t really, ya, I haven’t really
been following it, so no”, and another “I...hmmm...I actually can’t say that I really, ya I don’t
really know anything about any of the platforms or any of the big issues that parties are trying to
deal with so.” The second response in particular demonstrates the lack of connection that
resonated throughout the group, as the participant clearly sees “parties” as “they” and not as ‘us’.
This was verbalized by another participant when asked if he felt represented by politics or
politicians, saying “(pause) I don’t think, I’m not too into politics to know whether they
represent me or not.”
One participant reported ideologically identifying with a political party when she studied
politics in Grade 11 as it was “part of the curriculum,” however the memory was reported as
distant:
U1: ya I think I actually did have an opinion and I think it clashed with my parents
KM: oh really
U1: but I actually can’t even remember what party I , whatever, I ...
KM: what you identified with
U1: it’s been a long time, ya
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The lack of connection to the political system was reflected in the voting intentions. None of the
participants confirmed an unequivocal intention to vote, one participant responding to the
question of whether she planned to vote stating candidly:
U2: probably not. (small laugh) I’m going to be very honest: probably not
KM: fair enough, and why – why not?
U2: umm (pause) probably lack of interest, honestly, ya probably
KM: ok
U2: ya like lack of interest and taking the time out to go vote for it unless it was really
easy to do
KM: uh huh
U2: ya, I probably wouldn’t
KM: ok. Um are you registered to vote?
U2: (pause) Nope. I didn’t even really know you had to register, I thought you could just
do it so, there you go
Reflection and Representation. Formal political arenas in Canada are dominated by a
population statistically older than that it serves. The majority of Members of Parliament (MPs)
are over 50 years old. In fact, in the current (42nd) parliament, only 17% of MPs are 40 years of
age or younger, while 28% of the Canadian adult population is under 40. Importantly for this
particular study, only 3% of the MPs in our current parliament are aged 30 or under, even though
Canadians of voting age under 30 years old make up 15% of our population (Parliament of
Canada, 2016; Statistics Canada, 2016).
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When asked specifically their feelings around representation, participants broadly
indicated that they do not feel traditional politics, nor politicians, represent them.
KM: (small laugh) in what ways do you think they represent you?
U1: (sigh)
KM: or do they?
U1: um, erg,
KM: like do you feel they represent you?
U1: I don’t even know if they represent me (small laugh)
KM: ya
U1: I don’t even know ya, again, I just don’t really know what they are, I guess,
representing themselves
Pitkin (1967) coined the term ‘descriptive representation’ to describe the concept that
representatives should resemble the represented. The value in this mirror representation is not
limited to potential alignment of values, but extends to a subliminal effect of inclusiveness
(Pitkin, 1967; Tossuti & Hilderman, 2014). Gidengil and Bastedo (2014) identify this reverse
effect “When certain groups in society are systematically under-represented, members of those
groups might absorb the message that politics is not for people like them” (p. 72). Or in the
words of another participant:
U2: (small laugh) I don’t think, ah, federal politics (pause) I mean, I’d like to say they
don’t represent me. Ya (pause)
KM: there’s nothing, like that’s a valid view
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U2: no I don’t think they do. I mean obviously they govern a lot of stuff that affects me
that I probably don’t realize, but personally I feel like separated from that hopefully.
Qualification. Formative literature review did not cue qualification, or political knowledge in
particular, as a potential area of investigation. I did not include any specific questions related to
qualification in this study’s Interview Guide. However, in discussion with participants this
emerged as a theme. This was reflected in the propositions of participant discourse across a range
of questions. When asked if they had communicated their own political opinion to anyone, a
participant responded “yes, my political opinion that I don’t know that much, so that’s what I’d
say.” Another responded to the question of when she had last talked about politics with someone,
saying,
I’ve never talked, if I was gonna say that I like ‘knew’ stuff and was talking actively
about it I would probably say in grade 11, when I actually had like I guess an opinion on
political stuff (small laugh) but now I normally just sit back and like listen to other people
talk because I’m not really updated with it (small laugh) which is kinda sad.
Inquiring of another participant’s intention to vote, they responded, “Potentially. If I, I definitely
don’t want to vote if I don’t know enough though.”
During the coding process this emerged as a theme not just in what participants were
saying, but in how they were saying it. I completed line by line coding, identifying participant
discourse in the form of gerunds. Frequently this was complicated, as extensive use of language
that was not propositional required consideration of what exactly was being said by the
participant in the form of a gerund. The use of linguistic qualifiers and hedges was prevalent in
discussion among all participants. Hedges and qualifiers are commonly regarded as epistemic
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modality markers. The term “epistemic modality marker" refers to linguistic elements whose
main function is the qualification of the writer’s commitment (boosters) or lack of commitment
(hedges) to the truth of the proposition (Coates, 1987; Hyland & Milton, 1997; Prokofieva &
Hirschberg, 2014; Vazquez & Giner, 2008). The use of the most prevalent linguistic qualifiers
evident in participant narrative is quantified in Table 2.
Table 2. Quantitative evaluation of qualifiers and hedges.

I don't know
I just don't know
I don't even know
I don't really know
I suppose
I feel like
It feels like
I guess
I think
I mean
I just
I'd say
I'd like to say
I just
maybe
probably
kind of
just like
like
total hedge/qualifying words
Percentage of total words

Metadiscourse Textual Analysis
U1F:
U2F:
U3F:
U4M:
U5M:
TOTAL
anthro
science
business science
business
108
36
54
144
15
357
0
0
4
0
0
4
8
0
0
0
0
8
16
0
16
0
0
32
0
0
38
0
38
42
18
12
6
9
87
0
6
0
0
0
6
62
10
10
50
6
138
38
20
28
78
28
192
0
14
0
194
2
210
8
12
2
10
14
46
0
10
0
4
0
14
0
12
0
0
0
12
8
12
2
8
14
44
8
0
0
10
2
20
20
16
16
11
7
70
20
16
38
48
50
172
8
2
0
58
4
72
116
81
97
344
83
721
462
265
279
1003
234
2243
21%
12%
12%
15%
11%
14%

Hedge and qualifying term use was notably prevalent in this discourse; however their
meaning was not immediately evident. I employed the process of theoretical sampling, hallmark
of constructivist grounded theory, to consider potential meaning from a stance of theoretical
agnosticism. Charmaz (2014) describes Henwood and Pidgeon’s (2003) concept of theoretical
agnosticism, saying, “You consider all possible theoretical interpretations of your data but
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maintain a critical, skeptical stance toward these theories. Any that you use must earn their way
into your analysis through their theoretical power to illuminate your data” (p. 201). Theoretical
sampling is recommended by Charmaz to gain an understanding, or develop a plausible theory in
the face of puzzling findings. This involves considering more than one theoretical possibility for
observed data, and then returning to the data for evaluation in the face of theoretical explanation.
Theoretical work in the field of epistemic modality markers indicated a possibility that
this rhetorical distancing strategy indicated a lack of confidence. This was interesting when
considering the volume and accessibility of political information truly ‘at the fingertips’ of this
generation, a distinct differentiator from preceding generation(s). Theoretical work around
information overload or infoglut would suggest that the prevalence and accessibility of
information facilitated by CMC serves to overload, essentially making the individual feel
helpless and ignorant in relation to available information and knowledge (Bawden & Robinson,
2009; Bossewitch & Sinnreich, 2012). However, a return to the data for theoretical sampling
does not support this. The participants are university students, studying in a variety of academic
fields. They do not view the process of accessing information daunting, and they are confident in
sourcing appropriate data. In conversation they speak of valid research, with several participants
identifying in particular the necessity of using objective or third party sources for information.
Therefore, I considered the possibility, also posited in the study of infoglut (Bawden &
Robinson, 2009), that the sheer volume of information made recall impossible, and in turn they
felt the need to qualify or distance their language in the interviews. Participants demonstrated
difficulty or inability to recall political information, however recall is a required ability for the
academic success these participants currently achieve, so the participants of this study have
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demonstrated capability for recall. As the participants demonstrated an inability to recall facts
and events related to Canadian federal politics, I considered the possibility that as students they
focussed all available attention on studies, and this precluded the ability to gain knowledge or
effectively recall information unrelated to their studies, including knowledge of an upcoming
election, recall of political candidates, or indeed recall of the three main political parties in
Canada. However, these participants demonstrated attentiveness and the ability to recall specific
information unrelated to their studies, but not related to Canadian politics. For example, in
response to a question about boycotting, a participant stated, “it was about Brandy Melville and,
ya cuz it was their one size fits all. And it was also – it might have been Abercrombie and Fitch
or Hollister.” This participant, who was unaware of the upcoming election and unable to name a
Canadian political candidate or any of the political parties, did not recall the subject or details of
the boycott, but recalled with specificity and accuracy names of a number of retailers popular
within her demographic. In this study I suggest that these participants, as digital natives, have
access to a wealth of information, but attention is turned and consequent recall demonstrated for
what they care about.
Hedges serve to indirectly indicate a lack of commitment to what the speaker is saying
(Hyland, 1998; Prokofieva & Hirschberg, 2014). This can be a tool to express uncertainty, in
effect distancing oneself from the truth of a proposition. However, I would suggest the data
indicates for these participants, this lack of commitment was not a matter of distancing them
from a truth they were not confident in, but a matter of distancing themselves with vagaries from
a truth they do not care about, a theoretical position on linguistic modifiers posited by Stubbs
(1986). According to Stubbs, people encode their point of view in their language. Access to
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information may not be a barrier to knowledge of Canadian politics for the Gates citizen. In this
study I suggest it is possible that the participants do not see the relevance of traditional politics,
simply stated they do not care enough about traditional politics to seek out or commit to memory
the information they have the skills and capacity to access. When this theoretical perspective is
considered in the context of participant dialogue about politics this apparent apathy becomes
evident
U2: oh no see, my parents talk about it with us but they’re kind of like, ‘oh don’t share
that with other people’, it’s much quieter
KM: ya
U2: but that’s not the reason I’m not sharing it, I just actually can’t remember
KM: (small laugh) ya
U2: I’m just like nod away as they go on about it
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Discussion of Findings
The nuances of human communication are served well in face-to-face communication.
Interaction is not necessarily linear. It is multimodal. This multimodality includes non-verbal
aspects, and cues such as facial and body gestures contribute to the richness of what is a complex
communicative act (Dohen, Schwartz & Bailly, 2010). Many of these social indicators are
noticeably limited in CMC.
However, CMC does not just limit communication in terms of depth or richness—an
effect we are generally aware of—it also structures the nature of communication. Algorithmic
ranking is used to sort and filter a massive—and therefore what would otherwise by its sheer
volume be unusable—amount of information. Tufekci (2015) illuminates this phenomenon. She
posted an important and disturbing video to her Facebook page with the intention of raising
awareness and concern in the hope of eliciting action on the Syrian refugee issue. The video was
important, but it wasn’t pleasant. The first, and decidedly accurate, comment to the post was
“Thanks for the post—can’t like it.” Unfortunately, the “like” function is a primary method of
feeding an algorithm that in turn signals importance and therefore display and redisplay on
newsfeeds, however as Tufekci (2015) concisely identifies, “Not everything in life is “like”able”
(p. 1). The direct effect that Tufekci illustrates in this example is that Facebook’s algorithm
structures visibility for positive, networked posts while downplaying significant, but less
pleasant posts. This structure is typical across the range of CMC platforms: Instagram, Pinterest,
and Youtube being structured on “like” functionality, and Twitter using the similarly positive
“favouriting” to feed metrics.
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The higher the uptake in CMC—the more it is used in comparison with face-to-face
communication—the greater the effect on the culture that uses it. The participants in this study
were consistent with research on their demographic, demonstrating not just usage, but integration
of this form of communication in their daily lives. Kingston (2015) suggests that CMC
contributes to a culture where likeability is valued over meritocracy. There was evidence of this
in participant dialogue. One participant identified the importance of being liked in terms of
making a career decision, as he described why he would choose a business over a political
career:
If you’re like a CEO of a medium-sized company you’re still only managing 500 to 1000
people that may or may not like you, whereas if you’re managing a country then that’s 33
million people that may or may not like you.
These participants operate from a paradigm influenced heavily by the entertainment effect, and
when compounded with the—albeit opaque—influence of the “likeability” structure, this
distances them from previous generations, identified by Prensky as digital immigrants. I suggest
in this study that in turn it distances these participants from the paradigm of traditional politics.
Traditional politics is a system built upon conflict, from the competition of the election
process to the debate that is elemental to the parliamentary process. Adversarial and competitive
by structure, modern political discourse has devolved to lack the civility we expect in other areas
of society (Loat & McMillan, 2014). Samara, a non-partisan charitable organization that works
to improve political participation in Canada specifically has identified this through research. In
the Samara 2015 research report “Cheering or Jeering” Members of Parliament speak about the
practice of heckling. Comments, often made while an MP is speaking in the House of Commons,
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can range from insults on the MP’s ideological positions, their party, or the personal. This
includes “heckles about gender, age, language, religion and even their appearance” (Grisdale,
Anderson, Anthony & Hilderman, 2016, p. 2). This adversarial culture is at distinct odds with
professional culture, and most certainly at odds with a culture where “likes” are the most
valuable attribute, or currency. When asked whether they would consider a career in politics, all
of the participants indicated they would not. When questioned why they wouldn’t consider a
career in politics, responses were consistent with a value gap, for example,
Ya I guess just the fact that everyone’s kind of watching what you’re doing and if you
like – I don’t know if you do something that not everyone agrees with then you can end
up being like, hated on I guess.
Participants described politicians saying, “they’re dirty”, “they don’t always keep their promises.
It’s kind of not somewhere I’d want to be”, and, “everything you hear about politicians and stuff
is just awful, and to be a part of that and have to deal with that would be – I don’t know – not
something that I would like.”
A number of these participants intend to enter careers that call for the same skillset as that
of a politician, identifying “business, and communicating with people and figuring out problems,
dealing with situations, growing as a person”, and recognizing that these aspirations go “hand in
hand” with a career in politics. However, participants noted the negative reputation of politicians
as a deterrent. One participant verbalized the adversarial structure of the political system when
explaining his reluctance to consider politics as a career:
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Even if like you win an election, you still may only win by 51%, there’s still 49% of
Canadians that don’t like you, whereas if you’re a CEO people have the choice and they
can just quit the company if they don’t like you.
There are further structural elements of the Gates citizens’ culture that serve to distance them
from the paradigm of traditional politics. The nature of the technologies, and the world, that they
have grown up with are iterative. The idea of a final product, be it the finality of a bill approved
in parliamentary process or the decision of a governing strategy set for a four-year elected term,
is foreign to them. One participant reflected this in dialogue:
It’s hard to put yourself in a box, which is why I find it hard to vote because it’s like, or
like to choose who to vote for because like I mean ya I agree with all of your policies but
there’s also stuff I don’t agree with and I don’t want to try and put you in power and then
have you screw us over I guess, I don't know.
This generation is one of constant change. They make their purchases, and correspondingly build
their expectations, with the embedded knowledge and understanding that it is only one of a
number of versions. Upgrades and patches are the norm, not the exception. Rushkoff (2013)
identifies this paradigm shift: “Unlike the innovations of the industrial age, which fostered
production, accumulation, central authority, and empire, those of the digital era are biased
toward replication and self-modification” (p. 172). Indeed, the video games they play do not
have an end or a winner. They do not get their information from a static tome on a bookshelf, a
publication from an ‘authority’, but from the constantly-updated Wikipedia, produced by
‘everyone’. This fluidity is in opposition to a single solution that is reflective of our traditional
political paradigm. Similarly, their networked culture is leaderless, reflective of a very different
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participants, as citizens of the Gates Galaxy, and traditional politics becomes patent.
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Conclusion
Summary of Findings
“The purpose of grounded theory is to construct middle-range theory from data”
(Charmaz, 2011, p. 361). I take an interpretive perspective that is consistent with the
methodology, viewing resulting theory as a portrayal—and not an exact picture—of the studied
world. “Participants' implicit meanings, experiential views and researchers' finished grounded
theories are constructions of reality” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 17). The findings I present in this study
are grounded within the study’s data and offered not as a comprehensive representation, but as an
interpretation of the perceptions of these participants.
I set out to better understand how youth engage in federal politics using CMC. In the
formative literature review, I found that much of the research regarding political engagement has
a strong focus on voting. The act of voting is measurable, and in the traditional political
paradigm, it holds power as a political act, therefore it is a prime research focus. In this study I
include the intention and the act of voting as an indicator of political engagement, but do not
focus on it, nor ascribe a particular value judgement to the power of voting. From the interpretive
perspective of the grounded theory researcher, I strove to see from the participant view of the
world, which means detaching from existing value judgements. As voting is not important to the
participants, it is not the central focus of the study—the participant perspective of engagement
is. In this study I contend that CMC may have impacted how participants view politics and in
turn political engagement. I suggest that the words of Culkin, a contemporary of McLuhan and
Innis, as recorded on The Medium is the Massage (1968), are salient in this study: “We shape our
tools, and thereafter our tools shape us.”
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Technological determinism operates on the premise that media technology shapes
culture, however I take McLuhan’s transactional approach that it is in considering influences and
effects of CMC on culture, as in this study, that there is the opportunity to not only understand
but optimize effects. In McLuhan’s words, “there is absolutely no inevitability as long as there is
a willingness to contemplate what is happening” (McLuhan & Fiore, 1968). To disengage from
our defaults in order to change them—in order to enhance the quality of our interactions and in
so doing our relationships—requires conscious thought, reflection, and action. Academic study,
and in this study the use of grounded theory methodology, imposes the discipline needed to make
the ordinary strange in order to better understand what is implicit. In particular for this study, the
rapid pace of technology provides a unique opportunity to do this. As posited by McLuhan, “We
live in the first age when change occurs sufficiently rapidly to make such pattern recognition
possible for society at large” (1969, p. 5).
Currently, there is evidence of this shift in engagement from traditional politics to a more
participative paradigm reflected in movements such as Occupy and Idle No More, representative
of the concept of liquid democracy (Lebowsky & Ratcliffe, 2005; Litvenko, 2012). The
comments of Canada’s new Prime Minister Justin Trudeau reflected this participative
philosophy, as indicated in his response in a 2015 interview:
I need people to stay involved and stay engaged and stay positive about what we’re
doing, and challenging us when we need to do things better, um, in a way that is much
more active as citizens than have been in the past. I mean the idea of checking in every
four years to say whether you like the person in government or whether you want to
change them ah is not what engaged citizenship is in the 21st century.
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These participative movements and Trudeau’s philosophy relate directly to the theme of
connection. Trudeau’s positive, or ‘likeable’ perspective, his youth, and the youthfulness he
demonstrates through public imagery that includes yoga poses and ‘selfies’ not typical of federal
politicians or political leaders, relate positively to the theme of reflection. A platform that
focussed on issues that are important to youth (Gosselin & Harrell, 2015), and correspondingly
that this demographic hold some knowledge of, relates positively to the theme of qualification.
It would seem that understanding the impact of CMC on the perceptions of those who use
it the most, the digital citizens, can facilitate engagement of this segment of the population in
issues that are important to the health of our society and of our democracy. In this study I suggest
for these participants, the political paradigm has shifted. Evidence of these similar shifts in
Canadian federal politics is encouraging for improving engagement for youth, as without the
demos there is no democracy. Notably, the “message of change” (Gosselin & Harrell, 2015, para.
7) the Canadian Liberal party put forward in the 2015 election campaign shows signs of
resonating with this demographic. I suggest heightened engagement will rest upon a continued
change that further aligns the political system with the paradigm of these participants as digital
citizens of the Gates Galaxy.
Study Limitations
A defining component of grounded theory identified by Charmaz (2014) is “sampling
aimed toward theory construction (theoretical sampling), not for population representativeness”
(p. 8). Unlike a survey, a grounded theory study is not intended to represent a population, but to
use in-depth investigation to construct middle-range theory as an interpretation or portrayal of
the participants’ world. However, a greater number of participants would offer broader and
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deeper perspective for analysis in this or in future studies. Charmaz does not identify an ideal
number of participants, as each study is unique, but identifies that typically 12 interviews suffice
in a grounded theory study. Similarly, the diversity of the study participants was limited. All
participants in this study were full-time university students, and students in the 18 to 24-year-old
age group have demonstrated increased political participation in comparison with non-students
of the same age (Blais, 2011). Although the participants came from different electoral districts,
all of them were in British Columbia (Vancouver Island and the Lower Mainland), and all
participants were current residents of Victoria, BC. Increasing the number of participants and the
diversity of their backgrounds could improve and enrich future investigation.
As a voluntary study, self-selection could bias towards participants that are more engaged
and interested in the topic of study. I attempted to offset this as a bias of the study by offering
potential participants a financial reward in order to engage participants motivated by varying
factors, i.e. interest and financial reward.
Self-reporting of data usage was seen as a limitation of this study. The manual tracking
process is cumbersome when asking participants to record each instance of a communication act
that has become integrated into their lives. The accuracy of manual recording may also have
been impacted by social desirability, the tendency to answer a question in a way that is favoured
by others. Self-reported data on sensitive questions is subject to a marked social desirability bias
(Krumpal, 2011; Tourangeau & Yan, 2007). Participants used terms like “I feel bad”, and “that’s
terrible” when estimating their CMC use, suggesting participants have feelings of shame in
association with high CMC use. While not intentional in the design of the study, one participant
opted to use an automated process to record CMC usage by downloading an app to his phone.
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This provided an interesting contrast, and further suggests the potential limitation in the
self-report of CMC usage. Participant 5 was consistent with the majority of participants in his
pre-tracking estimation of CMC use, therefore it was reasonable to expect his actual results
would reflect similar consistency. However, actual accesses when recorded automatically
(Participant 5) versus recorded manually (Participants 1 – 4) demonstrated a large disparity not
only with his own pre-tracking estimation, but more importantly showed a large disparity with
the actual usage reported by the participants who completed tracking manually. The consistency
with pre-tracking estimation between all participants including participant 5, and the
corresponding disparity between these participants illustrated in manual versus automatic
tracking illustrates a potential limitation. This is shown in Figure 1.
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CMC use: projected vs. recorded # of accesses
in a 24-hour period
634

500
400
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U5Male

Figure 1. Participants’ own projected use of CMC in a 24-hour period (dark) contrasted with
their ‘actual’ or recorded use of CMC in a 24-hour period (light)
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This may suggest, within this group, that the manual process of recording CMC access
events was not as accurate as the automated process. I considered this as a potential limitation in
analysis.
Researcher Reflections
Personal experiences and observations of the prevalent use of CMC in communication
settings that do not require CMC, and in that in the past were characterized by face-to-face
communication, piqued my curiosity about the role of CMC in overall societal involvement. I
observed there is now a digital component to social settings such as family dinners, visits with
older family members, and most notably casual interactions among teens, with access to CMC
typical and integral in these settings. In this study I set out to investigate a small and particular
aspect of this communicative phenomenon by examining political engagement. In concrete
terms, I hoped this research may contribute to the understanding of how individuals make
meaning through CMC with the potential to increase engagement via more effective political
communication. In other words, how could the communicative tool of CMC best be employed to
increase engagement? Employing constructivist grounded theory as a methodology and working
from an interpretive paradigm required me, as a researcher, to focus on the emergent nature of
the research process in favour of addressing a specific research goal or outcome. I found the
process to be equally challenging and gratifying, as through the grounded theory process
evidence of this technology’s larger effect emerged as apparent in this study. This outcome did
not address the research goal of how to best use this tool to increase engagement in traditional
politics, but instead lead to the suggestion that what is regarded as a communicative tool may
indeed be shaping a culture where traditional politics holds less relevance.
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Recommendations for Future Research
In this study I focussed on key themes emergent during the research process, however a
number of less prominent themes emerged that may indicate potential for future investigation. As
these less prominent themes were not fully analyzed or comprehensively researched, at this stage
they remain in the form of a query or puzzling finding that is consistent with the memo process
used in this grounded theory study, and they are similarly reflected in this section.
A further investigation into the metadiscourse has already been suggested with regard to
the use of hedges and qualifiers. A corresponding investigation into the participant discourse and
metadiscourse related to the theme of conformity may hold value. This theme was reflected
directly by one participant when he stated:
We have a very conformist culture and where you’re different or you have a different
opinion or you don’t like the same thing as somebody else does, it’s, you’re very quick to
be demonized for it (small laugh). Or ridiculed, or just ignored I guess, I don't know.
The prevalence “ya” as a term of agreement was distinct and notable in discourse, where it
comprised a minimum of 13% of total words in participant dialogue, and for one participant
reflected 23% of total word count of their dialogue.
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Table 3. Participant use of “ya” as a percentage of total discourse.
ya

40

29

88

92

39

288

502

294

367

1095

273

2531

'ya'

23%

13%

16%

16%

13%

16%

Total words

2179

2253

2254

6794

2141

15621

Total time minutes

31:40

29:30

27:02

77:37

30:06

195:55

total including 'ya'
% of total words including

This theme of conformity may be related to the ‘culture of likeability’ discussed in this
study. A spoken conversation, face-to-face, is a complex communicative act, involving not only
the verbal, but a multitude of nonverbal cues. The participants demonstrated an awareness of
some of the limitations they experienced with digital communication, and how they modified the
content of their computer-mediated communications on the basis of the communicative setting
(Dohen, Schwartz & Bailly, 2010). When describing the likelihood of having a political
discussion using CMC, one participant describes,
I’d way rather just talk to you in person because it’s hard to get tone across and to have
you know educated, or not educated, I mean conversations where you can like go back
and forth, there’s an ebb and flow, but on social, like texting and Facebook messaging
and Snapchat it’s very, you know, like chunky and it’s not, it’s a completely different
style of conversation.
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This study suggested that characteristics of CMC, specifically the limit to depth or context and
the permanence of the communication in comparison with face-to-face conversation, result in it
being a space that participants perceived was not safe for conflict. A further investigation of this
concept could extend beyond the impact of CMC, considering other aspects that may contribute
to such a culture for this demographic. This could include, for example, the impact of education
system norms around bullying, and similar norms in the postsecondary environment that extend
to a sensitivity level that includes ‘trigger warnings’ for avoidance of potentially disturbing
material. While I did not investigate this as a key theme in this study, I question that, along with
the impact of CMC, these norms of the educational system may contribute to and reflect a
culture that not only rejects the adversarial nature of traditional politics, but may be less likely to
engage in and indeed value robust debate in general.
Consistent with their demographic, these participants were heavy users of CMC. It was
reflected in both the digital diaries and interview dialogue that they did not engage in traditional
media, and as a result they get their news from ‘everywhere’. As digital natives they are not
restricted by the national or geographic orientation typical of traditional media, and these
participants had a stronger knowledge and awareness of current political events in the United
States and in one case the United Kingdom, than current political events in Canada. However,
these participants reflected a strong connection to the concept of ‘being Canadian’. The apparent
paradox in a connection to national identity in the absence of connection to traditional politics,
was reflected well in a participant response when asked whether there was anything that made
her proud to be a Canadian, “Nothing with a political view. Not because I’m not proud of that
just because I don’t know anything political that I should be proud of.” Future research
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specifically in this area to understand retention of national identity in the context of global
influence, and in the absence of a connection to traditional politics could be helpful for greater
understanding of how youth relate politically.
Formative literature review identified existing theory in terms of what contributes to
political engagement. Putnam (2000) identified a positive correlation between volunteering and
future political engagement. Although no conclusion can be considered in this small sample, it
was interesting to note that the participant who had volunteered extensively and identified this as
a key personal value stated patently she had no interest in traditional politics. Putnam identifies
findings related to team activities having a positive correlation with future political engagement.
In this study one participant had a strong history as a team athlete, but demonstrated one of the
lowest levels of interest in traditional politics among these participants. No conclusion can be
drawn, however an investigation of these accepted contributors to political engagement in the
context of the digital citizen may hold value.
Finally, with consideration for the emergent theory of this study, an analysis focused on
tactical strategies to optimize political communication for this demographic could be considered
using, and building upon, study data. There is opportunity to connect with this demographic
through their native medium of CMC, but connection will be made not simply by employing the
medium to communicate, but in speaking the native language when we do.
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Appendix A

Informed Consent Form
My name is Kim Meyer, and this research project is part of the requirement for a Master of Arts
in Professional Communication at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal Roads
University can be established by telephoning my thesis supervisor, Dr. Matthew Heinz, Dean of
the Faculty of Social and Applied Sciences, at [phone number]. Alternatively he can be contacted
at [email address]. For additional queries about the research, you may also contact Dr. Jennifer
Walinga, Director, School of Communication and Culture, at [email address] or [phone number].
The Royal Roads University Research Ethics Board can be contacted via Colleen Hoppins at
[email address] or [phone number].
This document constitutes an agreement for you to participate in my thesis research project, the
objective of which is to contribute to understanding how 18 to 24-year-olds use computermediated communication, with a focus on political engagement.
The research will consist of a maximum of 3 hours of your time and will be conducted in two
parts. Research will include:
Interview
This will be conducted in person, electronically, or by telephone based on your availability
between the dates of September 15 and September 22, 2015.
The purpose of the interview will be to gain an understanding of your current use of the Internet
and social media, and an understanding of your level of political interest and/or engagement.
It is anticipated interviews will be a maximum of 60 minutes in duration. Interviews will be
audio recorded, and recordings transcribed to written document, removing all personal indicators
to ensure data is stored, analyzed, and reported in a confidential manner. Audio recordings will
be destroyed upon transcription. I may also request the opportunity to have a follow-up interview
with you, which you would be free to decline or accept as you see fit.
Completion of activity logsheet for two separate 12-hour periods
A logsheet will be provided to you to check off each time you access identified social media
platforms during two specified 12-hour time periods: 2400 to 1200 and 1200 to 2400 on two
dates between September 15 and September 23, 2015. I estimate that it will take you less than
one hour overall to complete this activity.
Resulting data will be summarized, stored, and reported in a confidential manner, removing any
indication or reference to your identity. The final thesis will be submitted for publication in
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RRU’s Digital Archive, Pro-Quest and Library and Archives Canada and be publicly available.
You will have the option of receiving an electronic copy of the final thesis. In addition to
submitting my final thesis to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a Master of Arts in
Professional Communication, I will also be seeking opportunity to share research findings
publicly. This may include sharing findings with political organizations or seeking publication in
an academic or political publication.
You are in no way compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose to
participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Should you withdraw, all
information related to your participation will be destroyed. Should you choose not to participate
in this thesis research project, this information will also be maintained in confidence.
However, if you choose to participate, I look forward to hearing about your experiences and
perspectives to contribute to a better understanding of political engagement in your age group.
By signing this consent form, you give free and informed consent to be included in this project.

Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________

Signed: _____________________________________________________________

Date: ______________________________________________
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Interview Guide


Introduction (me, MA program, thesis project)



Explanation of research question



Discussion of participation, consent, anonymity, participant control



Explanation of CMC: any human communication that occurs through the use of two or
more electronic devices



Completion of CMC survey



Investigative interview questions



Identification of project timeline



Identification of participant’s interest in project results (would they like a copy/in what
form?)



Invitation to contact researcher at any point during project
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What types of devices to you use for CMC?
 Desktop computer
 Laptop computer
 Tablet
 Smartphone
 Other
Rank devices by which you use most to least for CMC:
 Desktop computer
 Laptop computer
 Tablet
 Smartphone
 Other
What is the benefit/appeal of (device(s) used most)?

What are drawbacks of (device(s) used least)?

What platforms do you use for CMC?
 Facebook
 Instagram
 Pinterest
 Snapchat
 Twitter
 Yik Yak
 Other _______________
 Other________________
 Other _______________
 Other________________
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Rank platforms by which you use most to least for CMC:
 Facebook
 Instagram
 Pinterest
 Snapchat
 Twitter
 Yik Yak
 Other _______________
 Other________________
 Other _______________
 Other________________

How often would you say you use/access CMC per day?

How much time do you think you spend per day on CMC?

How many friends/followers do you have on:
 Facebook
 Instagram
 Pinterest
 Snapchat
 Twitter
 Yik Yak
 Other _______________
 Other________________
 Other _______________
 Other________________
How many of these do you consider ‘real’ friends?

Who do you friend/follow beyond ‘real’ friends? (i.e. friends of friend, business(why), political
(why), educational (why))
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Interview Questions:
What is the last piece of political news you recall?
Where/how did you hear it?
When is the last time you talked about politics? (What, with who, how, details)
Have you communicated your own political opinion? To who? How?
Have you tried to persuade anyone on a political opinion, argument or stance? Who? How?
Have you ever attended a political event? (Describe: i.e. party based, issue based)
When/what/how did you find it?
Additional: signed a petition, bought or not bought items based on political/ethical concern,
worn clothing that conveys political/ethical message (t-shirt message, sticker, button)
How was politics discussed in your family?
How was politics discussed in school? (Elementary, high school, postsecondary)
Have you ever discussed politics/political issue on CMC? Describe (issue, platform used,
impression – benefit/drawback/interesting/threatening...)
Do you see important (issues) in the upcoming federal election? What are the important issues
for you?
How do you understand democracy? How do you understand democracy in Canada?
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Is there anything that makes you proud to be a Canadian?
Is there anything that makes you not proud to be a Canadian?
In what way(s) do you feel (federal) politics represents you? (or not)
Would you ever consider a career in politics? Why/why not?
On the issues that are important to you, do you think you could make a difference if you wanted
to? How? Why/why not?
Do politics/government make a difference in your life?
Have you been eligible to vote before? Have you voted?
Do you think you will vote in the upcoming federal election?
Are you registered to vote in the upcoming federal election?
Do you know how/requirements to be registered to vote in the upcoming federal election?
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Image of analysis tool
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Digital Diary
Starting 1200 (noon) Tuesday ___________ 2015
Ending 1200 (noon) Wednesday ____________, 2015

For access under 1 minute record a mark (check,T,L,or D) for each occurrence
For access over 1 minute record a mark (check, T, L, or D) and # of minutes spent
each occurrence

Snapchat
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Pinterest
Youtube

Devices:

T
L
D

= smartphone
= tablet
= laptop
= desktop
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Appendix E
Digital Diary - Participant Record U1:
Self Report
Phone
Tablet
Laptop
32
11
70
4
2
12

Snapchat < 1 minute occurrences
Snapchat > 1 minute occurrences
Snapchat> 1 minute time
Facebook < 1 minute occurrences
Facebook > 1 minute occurrences
Facebook> 1 minute time
Twitter < 1 minute occurrences
Twitter > 1 minute occurrences
Twitter> 1 minute time
Instagram < 1 minute occurrences
Instagram > 1 minute occurrences
Instagram> 1 minute time
Pinterest < 1 minute occurrences
Pinterest > 1 minute occurrences
Pinterest> 1 minute time
Polyvore < 1 minute occurrences
Polyvore> 1 minute occurrences
Polyvore> 1 minute time
Vines< 1 minute occurrences
Vines> 1 minute occurrences
Vines> 1 minute time
Youtube< 1 minute occurrences
Youtube > 1 minute occurrences
Youtube> 1 minute time
Google/internet search< 1 minute occurrences
Google/internet search > 1 minute occurrences
Google/internet search> 1 minute time
Facetime/skype< 1 minute occurrences
Facetime/skype > 1 minute occurrences
Facetime/skype> 1 minute time
interactive gaming< 1 minute occurrences
interactive gaming > 1 minute occurrences
interactive gaming> 1 minute time
messaging< 1 minute occurrences
messaging> 1 minute occurrences
messaging> 1 minute time
podcast< 1 minute occurrences
podcast> 1 minute occurrences
podcast> 1 minute time
Total occurrences
total time

Desktop

Totals
32
11
70
4
2
12
0
0
0
10
6
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
85
0
1
100
0
0
0
62
6
25
0
0
0

10
6
50

5
85
1
100

62
6
25

133
211

0
0

6
185

0
0

139
396
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Digital Diary - Participant Record U2 Female
Self Report
Phone
Tablet
Laptop
Snapchat < 1 minute occurrences
30
Snapchat > 1 minute occurrences
7
Snapchat> 1 minute time
27
Facebook < 1 minute occurrences
14
Facebook > 1 minute occurrences
4
Facebook> 1 minute time
18
Twitter < 1 minute occurrences
Twitter > 1 minute occurrences
Twitter> 1 minute time
Instagram < 1 minute occurrences
17
Instagram > 1 minute occurrences
10
Instagram> 1 minute time
69
Pinterest < 1 minute occurrences
Pinterest > 1 minute occurrences
Pinterest> 1 minute time
Polyvore < 1 minute occurrences
Polyvore> 1 minute occurrences
Polyvore> 1 minute time
Vines< 1 minute occurrences
Vines> 1 minute occurrences
Vines> 1 minute time
Youtube< 1 minute occurrences
Youtube > 1 minute occurrences
2
Youtube> 1 minute time
8
Google/internet search< 1 minute occurrences
Google/internet search > 1 minute occurrences
3
Google/internet search> 1 minute time
18
Facetime/skype< 1 minute occurrences
Facetime/skype > 1 minute occurrences
Facetime/skype> 1 minute time
interactive gaming< 1 minute occurrences
interactive gaming > 1 minute occurrences
interactive gaming> 1 minute time
messaging< 1 minute occurrences
messaging> 1 minute occurrences
messaging> 1 minute time
podcast< 1 minute occurrences
podcast> 1 minute occurrences
podcast> 1 minute time
Total occurrences
total time

87
170.5

0
0

Desktop Totals
30
7
27
14
9
86
0
0
0
17
10
69
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
7
58
0
7
58
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
68

1
5
50
4
40

15
158.5

0
0

102
329
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Digital Diary - Participant Record U3:
Self Report
Phone
Tablet
Laptop
Desktop
Snapchat < 1 minute occurrences
19
Snapchat > 1 minute occurrences
8
Snapchat> 1 minute time
36
Facebook < 1 minute occurrences
4
Facebook > 1 minute occurrences
5
1
Facebook> 1 minute time
42
10
Twitter < 1 minute occurrences
Twitter > 1 minute occurrences
Twitter> 1 minute time
Instagram < 1 minute occurrences
5
Instagram > 1 minute occurrences
4
Instagram> 1 minute time
21
Pinterest < 1 minute occurrences
Pinterest > 1 minute occurrences
Pinterest> 1 minute time
Polyvore < 1 minute occurrences
Polyvore> 1 minute occurrences
Polyvore> 1 minute time
Vines< 1 minute occurrences
Vines> 1 minute occurrences
Vines> 1 minute time
Youtube< 1 minute occurrences
2
Youtube > 1 minute occurrences
4
Youtube> 1 minute time
29
Google/internet search< 1 minute occurrences
1
1
Google/internet search > 1 minute occurrences
7
4
Google/internet search> 1 minute time
70
105
Facetime/skype< 1 minute occurrences
Facetime/skype > 1 minute occurrences
Facetime/skype> 1 minute time
interactive gaming< 1 minute occurrences
interactive gaming > 1 minute occurrences
interactive gaming> 1 minute time
messaging< 1 minute occurrences
47
1
messaging> 1 minute occurrences
16
1
messaging> 1 minute time
94
10
podcast< 1 minute occurrences
podcast> 1 minute occurrences
podcast> 1 minute time
Total occurrences
total time

122
331

0
0

8
126

Totals
19
8
36
4
6
52
0
0
0
5
4
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
29
2
11
175
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
17
104
0
0
0
0
0

130
457
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Phone
Laptop

Digital Diary U5: Results of tracking app
Messages Snapchat Instagram Phone Facebook
Twitter Email
1hr 14
50m
23m
21m
14m
10m
x
x
x
x
x
2 hr
15m
10m

82

Total
3hr 12
2hr 25

It only tracked number of times I unlocked my phone, (all apps, not just social media apps).

which was 483 times. It also tracked my "app frequency", which i assume was number of apps opened in the day
This came out to be 623."
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Appendix F

CMC use: Participant Digital Diary
# of accesses in 24-hour period by app
80
70
68

60

65

50
40

43
37

30
20
10

23
6 16

5 1

27

27
8 7

10 9 6 13

2 2

4 1 1 2

0
U1Female

U2Female

U3Female

U4Male

# Snapchat accesses

# Facebook accesses

# Instagram accesses

# Youtube accesses

# Google/internet accesses

# Facetime/skype accesses

#podcast accesses

#messaging accesses
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Appendix G
Wordle of participant dialogue
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